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Thank you for making this project from Mollie Makes. We have requested specific permission from designers so that you can recreate and sell selected projects from this issue on the following conditions. 
Just look for this icon.  You can individually hand-make as many as you wish of our labelled projects, to sell either for yourself, your local event or to raise money for charity. You cannot sell in shops 
(online or otherwise) and you cannot go into mass production, which means you cannot manufacture in large quantities, especially by machine. Selling photocopies of any part of this magazine, its kits or 
supplements is prohibited. We don’t mind if you make a copy of the templates for a friend but please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a 
third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Please respect one another’s copyright. 
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PEAR OUTER
CUT four

PEAR CENTRE
CUT four 2
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BONNET SIDE
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BONNET TOP
cut two
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Sew
 along this side

HEAD
cut one

LEG
Cut four

FACE
Cut two
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LEGGINGS
Cut two
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ARM
Cut four
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JUMPER
Cut one

Place this edge along the fold
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TURBAN
Cut one

Place this edge along the fold
BAG

Cut two
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